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May 17th Meeting

From the Superintendent
I Hope that everyone had a good summer.
With the recent cold front and drop in temperatures, I sense that fall is just around the corner. For a lot of us the changing of the
weather signals a slow down in outdoor activities and more time working on models or our
layouts.
Time to clean up the workbench, get things
organized and prepare to do some modeling.
Also a great time to clean up the layout for
operations or work on the layout.
This fall several of the layout owners are getting ready for the Tulsa Line; a full weekend
of layout operations for others in the hobby
to enjoy. We have groups from the DFW and
Houston areas joining us, as well as, individuals from neighboring states and may even
end up with a few local spots. During the next
two months several of the layout owners can
use some assistance working on or preparing
them for operations, maybe even some
shakedown op sessions. If you have the time
and are interested please respond when I
send emails out with information.
We have a great fellowship of modelers in this
area and I thank each of you for participating
in the meetings, events and round robin work
sessions.
Please invite other modelers to join us and
please help spread the word.
See you at the meeting!

Dave Salamon

September 2014

Show and Tell:
Rolling Stock
Clinics/Presentations:
Introducing the Maine Central —Rich Gibson
Weathering with coal dust—Henry Townsend
Yards, Trains and Destinations: Planning model
railroad operations - Steve Davis
Layout Visit
Berkshire and Franconia - Rich Gibson

(Bixby) Greater Tulsa Area Train Show
Oct 4, 2014 9am-3pm
211 N Cabanis , Bixby, Ok
Tulsa Oklahoma’s Holiday Train & Hobby Show
Nov. 29th—30th 2014
http://www.americantrainshow.com/
OKC trainshow
December 6,-7 2014
http://www.okctrainshow.com/
2015 Layout Design and Operations Weekend
March 20-22, 2015
Tulsa, Oklahoma
http://ldopsigmeet.tulsanmra.org/
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2014 MEETINGS
Sept 20 - Rolling Stock
Nov 15 - Structures/Dioramas

INDIAN NATIONS
OFFICERS
Superintendent

Meetings are from 9:30 to 12:30
Meetings in the Pecan or Maple Room

Dave Salamon

Assistant Superintendent

New Hardesty Library
8316 E. 93rd St.

Charlie Tapper

(Just East of Memorial on 93rd St.)

Jim Senese

Director

Paymaster
Hal Blakeslee

Achievement Program
John Anderson

Larry’s Question of the Month:
What is a PETTICOAT ?
(If you have a railroad question and answer that you’d like to ask of the group let Larry Munro know about it!)

539‐777‐4482
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May Highlights
More Rock Molds and Nifty Tools - Chuck Pelkey
Chuck shared how he takes pine bark nuggets
and cuts and forms them into a single rock out
cropping. For those that he’d like to make a
mold of he glues and then varnishes to seal it.
After that he puts several thin layers of the
rubber over it, once dry removes it and can
make several castings from it.

He even took and mounted thin pieces to
make outcroppings as can be seen in the
photo of them mounted and varnished on a
piece of basswood.
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May Highlights (Cont’d)
More Rock Molds and Nifty Tools - Chuck Pelkey
Chuck then shared lots of tools that he uses or makes to
do his model work. Some of the m are found at Micro
Mark, Harbor Freight , Hobby Lobby and from other
online sources and a great web site on making tools, fixtures, such as a mini miter, coil maker rafter tails and
many others. http://www.scale-modelers-handbook.com/
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May Highlights (Cont’d)
Circus Trains - Vern Guess
Vern shared information on Circus Trains, about the
different kinds of rail cars and what they carried and
how they were loaded and unloaded. He also shared a
little history of circus trains and some publications that
are available to those who would like more info. He
brought several pieces of his G Scale Circus Train
along with animals, carts, vehicles and support equipment, which he has built. Mostly scratch built, some
kitbashed and some are castings from molds he has
made.
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques
By Tony Burgess

I used a surgical scalpel knife to cut the windows out. Oddly enough, the size is the same number as
your common #11 x-acto blade, but the tip has a sharper angle, and seems to be a sharper cut as
well. On the very ends, I used the window itself as a guide (using a machinists square to keep it
square) and cut around the window. Where the window was further away from the edge, I used an xacto #17 flat blade to indent the area around the inside of the window sides, then came back with
the surgical blade. The wood is only 1/32" thick, so you only need a few light cuts to go through. Cutting the top and bottom of the window away was
easy with the surgical blade as it went with the
grain.
One thing I did, was chisel away the wood from the
inside with the #17 when it is close to the edge, this
gives a V shape clearance cut for the surgical blade
to cut down and through.
Here are pics of the blades I have which I bought off
Amazon. They are really quite inexpensive. You
have the disposable kind, and what I have here, but you generally have to buy the handle separately
from the blades.
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Show
& Tell
Dave Steensland ‐ Steve Campbell’s Diode matrix panel

Dave Salamon ‐ N Scale Lunde Studio Kit

Vern Guess ‐ G Scale Circus Equipment

Tony Burgess ‐ HO scale paddle wheeler
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Show
& Tell
Henry Townsend ‐ HOn3
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Show & Tell

Ed Bommer - O Scale
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Show
& Tell
Tony Burgess—Z Scale!!!
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Bob Clark - HO Scale

Show & Tell

Dave and Joe Salamon - 7.5” Gauge
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Show &
Tell
Charlie Tapper - HO Scale
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Guess’s Thanks for the Visit!
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Layout Visit
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Layout Visit
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Deep River Southern crossing over Deep River
Dave Salamon’s N Scale layout

